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Abstract  
The issue of detecting cyber incidents that occur during the functioning of information and 
communication systems, based on the use of a SIEM system in the cyber protection circuit, as 
the basis for its design, is considered. This study concludes that the use of the latest information 
technologies, such as artificial intelligence, intelligent data analysis, big data processing, and 
machine learning, is necessary to improve cyber incident detection. These technologies make 
it possible to increase the effectiveness of the SIEM system by minimizing human involvement 
in solving cyber incident response tasks. The analysis of methods used to detect cyber incidents 
has revealed their major limitations, particularly their inability to consistently provide the 
desired outcome in scenarios where information about such incidents is incomplete or 
inaccurate. To address this issue, a new approach to detect cyber incidents is proposed. This 
approach is based on using knowledge delivery models within the knowledge base that provide 
information about the signs of cyber incidents occurring in information and communication 
systems, as well as the various types of cyber incidents. This knowledge will be used to identify 
cyber incidents by collecting and processing expert information, utilizing the theory of fuzzy 
sets. Additionally, the proposed approach includes the formalization of the causal relationships 
between the variables "signs of cyber incidents" and "types of cyber incidents." This is 
achieved by describing these relationships in natural language using the theory of fuzzy sets 
and linguistic variables. The models proposed in this study can improve the effectiveness of 
cyber incident detection by addressing the limitations of current methods. 
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1. Introduction 

The use of a proactive SIEM system [1, 2], such as Security Information and Event Management, is 
essential for building an effective cyber protection system. 

The SIEM system plays a crucial role in proactively managing cyber incidents in the protection 
circuit. System can predict future security events based on information about past security events within 
the information and communication system (ICS). This is made possible through the use of appropriate 
models and methods for detecting cyber incidents. 

A new functional model for an intelligent and proactive SIEM system has been proposed in [2], 
which comprises subsystems for data collection and primary processing from multiple sources, data 
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management, data analysis, decision-making, and implementation. In [3], a method for the rational 
selection of a SIEM system for constructing a cyber security situational center has been discussed. 

The effectiveness of the system developed based on the proposed model is heavily reliant on the 
utilization of the latest information technologies, including Artificial Intelligence (AI), Data Mining 
(DM), Big Data, Machine Learning (ML), and others. These technologies enable the system to 
minimize human involvement in responding to cyber incidents occurring within the ICS, thereby 
increasing the efficiency and accuracy of its decisions [4]. 

Analysis of recent research and publications confirms the feasibility of using these technologies for 
detecting and promptly responding to cyber incidents. 

The works [5, 6] address the use of data mining (DM) technology for detecting cyber incidents in 
SIEM systems. Specifically, this study analyzes the efficiency of using DM methods, such as 
association rules, classification, clustering, prediction, and sequential patterns, for implementing the 
primary functions of a SIEM system. 

The authors of [7] examine the application of association rules in intrusion detection systems (IDS), 
with a focus on how these rules are formed from big data. 

The study [8] presents a classification model for cyber incidents based on rules with weighted 
attributes. 

The work [9] focuses on detecting DoS attack patterns by analyzing HTTP, HTTPS, and FTP traffic. 
The issues of detecting unknown cyber attacks by IDS-systems, which are built on the basis of 

statistical methods, are considered in [10, 11]. 
The work [10] is devoted to the application of hybrid methods of detecting cyberattacks based on 

associative rules and ant algorithms. The authors prove the effectiveness of this approach in comparison 
with known ones by conducting experimental studies with the NSL-KDD data set. 

In [12] a simulation model was proposed for evaluating the effectiveness of cyber attack detection 
systems. 

The study [13] focuses on increasing the effectiveness of detecting network attacks in IDS Snort by 
applying DM techniques. The effectiveness of the results is experimentally evaluated using the MIT-
DARPA 1999 data set. 

The authors of [14] propose using a self-learning SIEM system to analyze network events and detect 
abnormal patterns using associative rules. 

Despite numerous scientific publications on the application of DM and other modern information 
technologies in SIEM systems to detect cyber incidents, knowledge organization in the knowledge 
bases of intelligent SIEM systems remains largely unexplored. 

This study aims to develop a model for incorporating knowledge about cyber incidents into the 
knowledge base of an intelligent SIEM system. 

2. Statement of the problem of cyber incidents identification 

It is widely acknowledged that the effectiveness of any intelligent system depends largely on the 
quality of its knowledge base. In [15], the matter of organizing knowledge in the knowledge bases of 
intelligent systems is discussed. However, research suggests that the most commonly used methods 
for detecting cyber incidents in SIEM systems are rule-oriented [16] approaches that rely on classical 
production rules. Therefore, a production model of knowledge delivery is used to represent 
knowledge in the SIEM system's knowledge base. 

However, when information about cyber incidents during ICS operation is incomplete or 
inaccurate, these methods may not produce the desired results, making them inefficient. To address 
this issue, it is recommended to utilize models and techniques based on fuzzy set theory for fuzzy 
inference [16-21]. 

According to this, the model for detecting (recognizing) cyber incidents by a SIEM system can be 
represented as [16]: 

 𝑀𝐹 ⟨𝐾𝐹, 𝑂 ,  𝑅𝐹,  𝐶⟩,   (1) 

where KF – fuzzy classifier; 
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𝑅𝐹 𝑅𝐹  − a set of fuzzy rules for recognizing cyber incidents: 
 
𝑅𝐹 : 𝐾, 𝑂 ,  𝑅𝐹 : 𝐾, 𝑂 , … ,  𝑅𝐹 : 𝐾, 𝑂   →  𝐶. 
Based on the works [22-25], the task of recognizing cyber incidents can be considered as the task of 

their identification, and its solution is to find a mapping: 

 𝑂* 𝑜*, 𝑜* , … , 𝑜* → 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 𝑐 , 𝑐 , … , 𝑐 ,  (2) 

where 𝑂* a set of signs of a cyber incident; 
𝐶  a set of possible cyber incidents. 

The area of change of signs of a cyber incident 𝑜 ∈ 𝑜 , 𝑜 , 𝑖 1, 𝑛, and the initial value of the 

identification result с ∈ 𝑐 , 𝑐  are considered to be known. Accordingly, 𝑜 𝑜 – the lower (upper) 

value of the parameters of the cyber incident, 𝑜 ,  𝑖 1, 𝑛; с , 𝑐 , 𝑗 1, 𝑚 – the lower (upper) value of 

the identification result. 
In practice, the most commonly used methods for solving the problem (2) are parametric 

identification methods, such as the least squares method, maximum likelihood method, mean 
discrepancy method, stochastic approximation method, and more [19]. 

The main drawbacks of these methods that complicate their use include [22, 23]: 
- the lack of clear interpretation in "input-output" type models; 
- the inability to work with qualitative input and output variables; 
- the inability to incorporate expert experience regarding object structure in the form of "IF-

THEN" logical statements. 
To address these shortcomings, a different approach based on models and methods of knowledge 

engineering is needed, particularly models for delivering knowledge base (KB) about the signs of cyber 
incidents (SCI) and classes of cyber incidents (CCI) that occur during ICS operation. This approach 
involves collecting and processing expert information using fuzzy set theory. 

The primary concept of this approach is to formalize causal relationships between "SCI-CCI" 
variables by describing them in natural language using the theory of fuzzy sets and linguistic variables. 
This enables the mathematical formalization of natural language statements to solve the problem of 
identifying cyber incidents in the statement of the problem (2). 

To translate expert knowledge presented in "IF-THEN" linguistic statements into a mathematical 
model, the mathematical apparatus of membership functions (MF) is used to express the expert's degree 
of confidence that a certain value belongs to a fuzzy concept (term). In turn, methods of fuzzy logical 
inference make it possible to connect the FN of the signs of cyber incidents with the results of their 
identification, provided that there is a model of cyber incidents in the form of a set of fuzzy rules of the 
"IF–THEN" type – a fuzzy knowledge base (FKB). 

The primary principles used in developing a mathematical model for identifying cyber incidents 
include [17, 18, 20, 22, 23]: 

- the principle of linguistic state of the ICS, which considers the type of cyber incident and its signs 
as linguistic variables (LV) evaluated by qualitative terms; 

- the principle of forming the structure of the dependence of the type of cyber incident on its signs 
by means of the FKB; 

- the principle of the hierarchy of the FKB, according to which the reduction in the dimension of the 
FKB can be carried out by classifying input variables and building an "output tree" that defines a system 
of nested logical statements. 

The third principle of the model allows for consideration of a wide range of indicators used in 
identifying cyber incidents. Its implementation is particularly significant when dealing with a complex 
model since adding new indicators and accumulating knowledge about them requires such an approach. 

Therefore, the model for identifying (detecting) cyber incidents can be specified in the form of FKB, 
represented by a set of "IF-THEN" fuzzy rules that connect linguistic evaluations of the signs of cyber 
incidents with their identification results. 

Based on the above, the problem (2) can be formulated as follows. 
It is important to note that the formal solution to this problem requires the presence of dependence 

(3): 
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Let 𝑂∗ 𝑜∗, 𝑜∗, … , 𝑜∗  is a vector of fixed values of signs of a cyber incident, where 𝑜∗ ∈
𝑜 , 𝑜 , 𝑖 1, 𝑛. Then the task of identification is to determine the type of cyber incident 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 based 

on the vector 𝑂*. Note that a necessary condition for the formal solution of this problem is the presence 
of dependence (3): 

 с 𝜉 𝑜 , 𝑜 , … , 𝑜 , (3) 

where 𝑜 , 𝑜 , … , 𝑜  – a set of values of signs of cyber incidents, 𝑐  – the result of identification. 

3. Models of fuzzy identification of cyber incidents 

To solve the formulated problem, it is necessary to consider the input and output variables from (3) 
as linguistic variables defined on universal sets [22, 23]: 

 𝑜 𝑜 , 𝑜 , 𝑐 𝑐 , 𝑐 . (4) 

To evaluate a LV, it is quite appropriate to apply qualitative terms that make up term sets [22-25]: 
Α 𝛼 , 𝛼 , … , 𝛼  – term set of the variable 𝑜 , 𝑖 1, 𝑛, where 𝛼  – k-linguistic term of the 

variable 𝑜 , 𝑘 1, 𝑘 , 𝑖 1, 𝑛; 
Δ 𝛿 , 𝛿 , … , 𝛿  – term set of the variable 𝑐 , where 𝛿 , 𝑗 1, 𝑚 – linguistic term of the 

variable 𝑐 , m – number of possible classes of cyber incidents. 

In general, cardinalities of term sets Α , 𝑖 1, 𝑛 can be different: 

 𝑘 𝑘 ⋯ 𝑘 . (5) 

Besides, term names 𝛼 , 𝛼 , … , 𝛼  may differ for different linguistic variables 𝑜 , 𝑖 1, 𝑛. 

Therefore, the linguistic terms 𝛼 ∈ Α , 𝑘 1, 𝑘 , 𝑖 1, 𝑛 and  𝛿 ∈ Δ, 𝑗 1, 𝑚 can be considered 
as fuzzy sets defined on the universal sets 𝑜 , 𝑐  (5). 

In turn, the fuzzy sets 𝛼  and 𝛿  can be defined as follows [22, 23]: 
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ii

k
i oo /  , (6) 

  
j

j

j

c

c
jjj cc /  , (7) 

where 𝜇 𝑜  – MF of the value of the variable 𝑜 ∈ 𝑜 , 𝑜 , 𝑖 1, 𝑛 of the term 

nikk ii
k
i ,1,,1,  ; 

𝜇 𝑐  – MF of the value of the variable 𝑐 𝑐 , 𝑐  of the term – the class of cyber incident 

mjj ,1, 
. 

Note that in expressions (6) and (7) the sign   denotes the union of pairs 𝜇 𝜔 /𝜔. 

Let L be the amount of data that links the input data – the characteristics of cyber incidents and the 
output value – the class of the cyber incident, and: 

 𝐿 𝑙 𝑙 ⋯ 𝑙 , (8) 

where 𝑙  – the number of data received from experts that correspond to the output variable – the class 

of the cyber incident 𝛿 ∈ Δ, 𝑗 1, 𝑚, m – the number of classes of cyber incidents, and in the general 
case: 𝑙 𝑙 ⋯ 𝑙 . 

Note that the number of data received from experts is much smaller than a complete enumeration of 
various combinations 𝑙  of input signs of cyber incidents. 
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By numbering the combinations of these expert data, they can be presented in the form of a 
multidimensional table [22, 23]: 

 
Table 1 
Multidimensional table of signs of cyber incidents and their corresponding classes 

The number of the input 
combination  of  cyber 
incident sign values 

Signs of cyber incident 
Class of 

cyber incident 

o1  o2  …  oi  …  on  c 

11  11
1  

11
2   … 

11
i   … 

11
n
 

1
 

12  12
1  

12
2   … 

12
i   … 

12
n  

…  …  …  …  …  …  … 

1k1  11
1

k  
21

1
k   …  11k

i   …  11k
n

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  … 

j1  1
1
j  

1
2
j   … 

1j
i   … 

1j
n  

j  

j2  2
1
j  

2
2
j   … 

2j
i   … 

2j
n  

…  …  …  …  …  …  … 

jkj  jjk
1  

jjk
2   …  jjk

i  
…  jjk

n  

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  … 

m1 
1

1
m  

1
2
m   … 

1m
i   … 

1m
n  

m  

m2 
2

1
m  

2
2
m   … 

2m
i   … 

2m
n

 

…  …  …  …    …   

mkm  mmk
1  

mmk
2   …  mmk

i   …  mmk
n  

 
Similarly to [22, 23], let us call this table a matrix of knowledge about cyber incidents. It has the 

following properties: 
- dimension of the matrix:   Nn 1 , where  1n  – the number of columns of the matrix, 

and mlllL  21  – the number of its rows;  

- each row of the matrix is a combination of the input values of the signs of cyber incidents 

nioi ,1,  , which is assigned by the expert to one of its classes j , with the first l1  rows corresponding 

to the class 1 , and the last m1  rows – to the class m ; 

- first n columns of the matrix correspond to the input values of the signs of cyber incidents 

nioi ,1,  , and  1n  column corresponds to the output value – the class of the cyber incident c. 

- at the intersection of the i-column and the jjk -row there is an element jjk
i , that corresponds 

to the linguistic assessment of the cyber incident sign oi the row of the matrix jjk , which belongs to 

the term set of the corresponding sign oi: nikk ii
k
i ,1,,1,  . 
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The matrix of knowledge about cyber incidents described above can be represented in the form of a 
system of fuzzy rules of "IF–THEN" type [22, 23], that connect the values of the input signs of cyber 

incidents nioi ,1,   with one of the possible classes of cyber incidents mjj ,1,  : 

 IF( 11
1io )AND( 11

22 o )AND…AND( 11
nno  )OR 

 ( 12
1io )AND( 12

22 o )AND…AND( 12
nno  )OR 

 ( 11
1

k
io  )AND( 11

22
ko  )AND…AND( 11k

nno  )THEN(с= 1 ),… 

 …, IF( 1
1
j

io  )AND( 1
22
jo  )AND…AND( 1j

nno  )OR 

 ( 2
1
j

io  )AND( 2
22
jo  )AND…AND( 2j

nno  )OR 

 ( jk
io 1 )AND( jjko 22  )AND…AND( jjk

nno  )THEN(с= j ),… (9) 

 …, IF( 1
1
m

io  )AND( 1
22
mo  )AND…AND( 1m

nno  )OR 

 ( 2
1
m

io  )AND( 2
22
mo  )AND…AND( 2m

nno  )OR 

 ( mmk
io 1 )AND( mmko 22  )AND…AND( mmk

nno  )THEN(с= m ), 

where jk
i  – linguistic evaluation of the sign of cyber incident nioi ,1,   in the k  row of j-disjunction 

determined on the term set  ik
iiii  ,,, 21  ; 

mjj ,1,   – linguistic evaluation of the class of cyber incident, determined on the term 

set  m ,,, 21  . 

Therefore, the expression (9) given in the form of a set of fuzzy rules of "IF–THEN" type, which 
are based on the matrix of knowledge about cyber incidents (Table 1), represents a model for the 
identification of cyber incidents by the SIEM system. 

If the linguistic evaluations jk
i  of the variables nooo ,,, 21  and mjj ,1,   from (9) are 

considered as fuzzy sets defined on universal sets mjnicccooo jjiii ,1,,1,,,, 







 , then 

jk
i – MF (belongingness) of the sign of cyber incident 



 iii ooo ,  to the fuzzy term 

j
jk

i kkmjni ,1,,1,,1,  , and  noooj ,,, 21 
  – to the vector of sign of a cyber incident, 

  nioooO n ,1,,,, 21   , to the value of the initial assessment mjс j ,1,   . 

The relationship between them is determined through a fuzzy matrix of knowledge about cyber 
incidents (Table 1) and by replacing linguistic terms with their MF, as well as replacing logical 
operations AND or OR with operations   and   can be represented as follows: 
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Then expression (10) can be represented as follows: 

     mjoооo i

n

i

k

k
n

jk
i

j
j ,1,,,

11
2.1 






   . (11) 

Taking into account that in the theory of fuzzy sets, operations   and   correspond to operations 
min and max [22, 23], then by transforming (11) we will obtain a model of identification of cyber 
incidents by SIEM systems (12): 
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      .,1,
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,,, 2 mjo
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ooo i
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ij 










     (12) 

This model can be the basis for the development of a rule-oriented method of detecting cyber 
incidents by a SIEM system. 

4. Model of fuzzy identification of cyber incidents with weighted rules 

The main drawback of the model (12) is that the expert’s confidence in each "IF–THEN" rule, which 
is included in the fuzzy KB (9), may differ. This shortcoming can be eliminated by introducing the 
weight of the rule, which will characterize the significance of a particular rule during the identification 
of cyber incidents. Based on the works [24, 27, 28], the weight of a rule should be understood as a 
number in the interval [0, 1], which characterizes the subjective measure of the expert’s confidence in 
a particular rule. 

In this case, the multidimensional table of signs of cyber incidents and their corresponding classes 
(Table 1), taking into account the expert’s confidence in a particular rule, which is specified using the 
weight of the rule, will take the following form (Table 2): 

 
Table 2 
Multidimensional table of signs of cyber incidents and their corresponding classes in accordance with 
the weight of the rules 

The number of 
the input 

combination of 
cyber incident 
sign values 
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of the 
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Thereby, taking into account the weight of the rules, the FKB, which is represented by a set of fuzzy 
"IF–THEN" rules that link linguistic evaluations of signs of cyber incidents with the results of their 
identification, will take the following form: 

 IF( 11
1io )AND( 11

22 o )AND…AND( 11
nno  ) with weight 11w  OR 

 ( 12
1io )AND( 12

22 o )AND…AND( 12
nno  ) with weight 12w  OR 

 ( 11
1

k
io  )AND( 11

22
ko  )AND…AND( 11k

nno  ) with weight 
11kw

 THEN(с= 1 ), … 

 …, IF( 1
1
j

io  )AND( 1
22
jo  )AND…AND( 1j

nno  ) with weight 1jw  OR 

 ( 2
1
j

io  )AND( 2
22
jo  )AND…AND( 2j

nno  ) з вагою  OR 

 ( jjk
io 1 )AND( jjko 22  )AND…AND( jjk

nno  ) з вагою 
jjkw  

 THEN(с= j ), … (13) 

 …, IF( 1
1
m

io  )AND( 1
22
mo  )AND…AND( 1m

nno  ) with weight 1mw  OR 

 ( 2
1
m

io  )AND(
2

22
mo  )AND…AND( 2m

nno  ) with weight 2mw
 OR 

 ( mmk
io 1 )AND( mmko 22  )AND…AND( mmk

nno  ) with weight 
mmkw

 THEN(с= m ), 

where jk
i  – linguistic evaluation of the sign of cyber incident nioi ,1,   in the k row of j-

disjunction determined on the term set  ik
iiii  ,,, 21  ; 

mjj ,1,   – linguistic evaluation of the class of cyber incident determined on the term set 

 m ,,, 21  ;  

jkw  – weight of the rule. 

Taking into account the weight of the rules, the fuzzy knowledge base (13) can be represented by a 
modified system of fuzzy equations (11) as follows: 

 

     mjoооo i

n

i
jk
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k
n

jk
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j
j ,1,,,

11
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    (14) 

 
By replacing the operations   and   with min та max operations, which correspond to them, we 

will obtain a modified model of fuzzy identification of cyber incidents by SIEM systems (15) with 
weighted rules: 

     .,1,
,1

min

,1

max
,,, 2 mjo
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ooo ijk

j
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jk
ij 


















     (15) 

 
The given model makes it possible to eliminate the shortcomings present in model (12) by taking 

into account the expert's confidence in a particular rule. 

5. Conclusion 

The models proposed for cyber incident identification by a SIEM system differ from existing models 
in that they utilize fuzzy rules to identify incidents that occur during the operation of an information 
and communication system. As a result, it becomes possible to mitigate the shortcomings that arise 
from incomplete and inaccurate information in the identification process. 
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Potential areas for future research include developing rule-oriented methods for detecting cyber 
incidents using the proposed models in the SIEM system, along with techniques for generating fuzzy 
production rules to apply within these methods. 
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